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The Trinity Film Society is gearing
up for their inaugural Trinity Film
Festival, which runs this Saturday,
May 5 at Cinestudio. The festival is
largely the work of John Michael
Mason '12, President of the Trinity
Film Society, who has worked closely
with a group of senior staff and underclass assistants to put on the entire
festival. Mason had the idea of starting a film festival to cater to undergraduate filmmakers at the end of last
year, and has worked tirelessly to
organize and promote the event.
Submissions were due in April, and
came from California, Utah, around
New England, and even from international students. The festival received
42 video submissions in all, and a
screening committee made up of Film
Society members made the selection of
23 films to be screened at the event on
May 5.
The films chosen vary greatly in
format, quality, and length. The only
guideline was that films must be
shorter than ten minutes. Two of the
chosen films are just one minute long,
while the rest vary within the time
limit. There is also an animated films,
a horror film , and plenty of humor and
drama. Mason wanted to keep the
total screening time less than three
hours, so took time into account when
deciding how many films to ultimately
show. The screening, which begins at
5 p .m . on May 5, will be followed by a
reception and banquet while the professional panel of judges deliberates
for up to one hour. Cash prizes totaling $3,000 will be awarded to the first,
second, and third overall best films
based on the judges opinions.
One film to be screened at the festival is the work of Anson McCook '12,
who reworked a short film of YouTube
some fame
called
"Smartphone
continued Intervention," which features a
walking humorous but very applicable interround the vention of the iPhone·obsessed main
character. McCook made the film as a
project earlier in the year, but
tweaked certain parts and cut the
ront
stage to lis- time down in order to make it eligible
ten
to for the festival. Another film by
inity's five University of Utah student Cole Sax is
cappella called "88 and Sunny." The emotional
groups and drama follows the true story of a
step team perform. The Shonda friend of the director, who, through
Steppers followed the Pipes, Trinitones, first-person narration, tells the story
Dischords, Quirks, and Accidentals. of his father passing away and the
After these performances the activities aftermath of recovery. During its origbegan, most notably the cake-decorating inal screening, Mason said the entire
contest. Various teams also ran panel was extremely moved by the
Olympic-style events, as the theme of somber film.

Yale University Press, in partnership with the Leon D. Black founda tion, is publishing Jewish Lives, a
series of short, interpretive biographies of historically and culturally significant Jewish figures. Joshua
Rubenstein, the Northeast Regional
Director of Amnesty International and
associate at Harvard University's
Davis Center for Russian and
Eurasian Studies, visited Trinity's
COURTESY OF GUILIANI LOPEZ
Zachs Hillel House on Wednesday, Hundreds of Trinity students assembled in the K oeppel Community Center to participate in Relay For Life.
April 25 to speak to the community
about his contribution to the series.
Rubenstein authored "Leon Trotsky: A
Revolutionary's Life," a concise biography that depicts Trotsky as a brilliant,
yet utterly flawed human.
Instead of simply delivering a condensed version of the revolutionary's
Director and cancer survivor Lisa
ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13
NEWS EDITOR
Kassow. Marro said that he enjoys parlife, the author highlighted a few main
threads that run throughout the book. I
Students, faculty, and members of ticipating in community service because
The crowded multipurpose room lis- I the Hartford community assembled in it gives him the opportunity to be
tened attentively as Rubenstein the Koeppel Community Sports Center cheesy, which he took advantage of durdescribed
Trotsky,
born
Lev on Friday to participate in Trinity's ing the Opening Ceremony. He then
Davidovich Bronstein, as a fanatic . I sixth annual Relay for Life event. With divided the crowd into three sections,
During Trotsky's ten-week stay in New 67 teams registered for the event, the and had them chant "relay for life." Cote
York in early 1917, he lived in an ice rink was packed with people excited stressed that the event was a team
apartment with his family in the to participate in ceremonies and activi- effort, with all committee members conBronx. He dined daily at the Triangle ties to raise money for the American tributing ideas and opinions. "It's tough
Dairy Restaurant in the East Bronx, Cancer Society. The Trinity event has to plan such a large event with less than
where many waiters were also Russian raised over $35,000 thus far, and organ- 30 volunteers, but the level of commitJewish emigres. Trotsky refused to tip izers hope to reach their goal of $60,000 ment in our planning committee was
the waiters, as he believed people soon as fundraising continues. Top strong all year," Cote said. Marro also
should make enough to survive with fundraising teams include Trinity announced the use of a "sliming policy"
their wages and they should not have College Women's Ice Hockey, Corpus throughout the event, in which any parto live off of tips. H e would even try to Christi Cowboys Up for Cancer, and Psi ticipants who had not donated more
convince other customers not to tip , Upsilon.
than the required $10 would be "slimed"
and therefore it did not take long for
According to its website, ''Relay For using an unknown edible substance.
Trotsky to become one of the most Life is the signature fundraising event
The Opening Ceremony was followed
of the American Cancer Society. [It] is a by the Survivorship Lap, led by all the
life-changing event that gives everyone cancer survivors present and serving to
see RUBENSTEIN on page 9
kick off the Relay. Afterwards, as
in communities across the
globe a chance to celestudents
brate the lives of

Relay For Life brings students
together for a good cause

COURTESY OF art.com

Leon Trotsky, the subject of Rubenstein's lecture.

remember
loved
lost,
fight bac
against th
disease.'
Dr. Gord
Klatt bega
the event i
1985, and i
has sine
become the largest movement in the
world against cancer.
The event, which began at 6 p.m. on
Friday and lasted until 6 a.m. the following morning, began with an Opening
Ceremony that consisted of remarks
from Co-Chairs Logan Marro '13 and
Jessica Cote '12, as well as blessings
from Chaplain Allison Read and Hillel

see STUDENTS on page 8
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Tripod Editorial
The 'Editor as a Young Man
Before the words outrun me
and leave without a trace of
ink, I hope to play the role of
Polonius and give to you my
sincerest advice before we part
ways. Granted the old man was
a bit of a fool, a garrulous windbag of maxims and aphorisms;
this momentous occasion is so
fitting that I cannot resist. For
those of you who keep track
(and we know you are out
there) this is the last Trinity
Tripod of the academic year. In
a few weeks we will lose two
editors to the "real world," and
·we will miss them dearly.
These sagacious seniors, along
with countless other current
and past Tripoders, have guided me through a sometimes
stressful semester of first-rate
journalism. Their advice has
made it onto the page before
you, if only as overflow from a
dripping subconscious.
Before you learn how to
write well, learn how to read
well. In theory, it should be just
as hard to be a good writer as it
is to be a good reader. Now,
besides weekly reading quizzes,
there is no real way to evaluate
reading skills, but the ripple
effect of this modern conundrum-think Twitter feeds and
Facebook Updates-can be
seen at every corner of society.
If Joyce had limited himself to
160 characters per text we
would
have
never
had
"Ulysses." That is not to say
that you need to read especial-

ly long books, just pay attention to detail, follow the plotor the thread of the argument if
it is a research paper-and you
will find yourself noticing more
secrets in everyday life as well.
The things that you once
thought were hidden will suddenly become illuminated,
making life all the more meaningful.
Learn together so that you
can learn apart. Working in a
group is a lost art in today's
world. Technology, though it
claims to connect us like never
before, actually separates usfrom human to human contact
at least. You can text, Skype
and Facebook chat all that you
want, but when you are forced
to work around a table of your
peers, it requires certain skills
that you cannot learn online.
Group work also allows you to
learn about yourself. It is here
that you will find out if you are
a leader, if you can learn to
compromise and if you can get
along with someone who does
not see things as you do.
Although we are heading in a
dangerous direction, personal
identity still matters more than
online identity. What will you
do at Trinity to prove that you
exist?
I will end this editorial as I
began my first one only a few
months ago, by channeling the
playwright Samuel Beckett. To
the students of Trinity College I
ask:

While we are young, while
we have the chance, let us do
something to make a difference. As college students we
have plenty of time to grow old.
However, we cannot wait crossarmed for opportunity to come.
We tell ourselves that we will
not go on like this after graduation, but we will. The day
after graduation, when you
wake up, what will you say
about your time here at
Trinity? I urge you not to wait
for night to fall. The habits we
form here at college are going
to design our lives outside of it.
Let us not fall asleep. This is
your moment. His moment.
Her moment. Our moment.

-MHM

Keep doing what you like and enjoy it

Staff meetings are held Tuesday night.s at S:30 p.m. in
the Tripod Office in the basement of Jackson. Join us!

PLEASE RECYCLE

YOUR COPY OF

The Trinity Tripod

I am consistently getting
emails from various clubs
that I zealously signed up for
at activities fairs . Caught up
in the moment, we picture
ourselves
passionately
involved in school groups,
some of which we follow
through with, others we just
carelessly disregard when
they send pleading emails.
Sometimes our initial motiva tion is a desire to make our
resume one line longer, while
it seems like most times the
wish is simply to get involved
on campus.
I came from an overachieving private all-girls
high school where everyone
was trying to fit the cookie
cutter mold of a well-rounded
woman who was involved in
the community, intellectual,
and cleverly witty. Girls overcommitted themselves to the
point where it seemed like
any free moment would be
spent by starting a nonprofit
that raised money for the
endangered arctic animals,
joining another varsity sports
team or practicing monologues from Shakespeare. It
was nauseating.
The school was a breeding
ground for insufficiency that
made students feel like they
ripo

were never doing enough. "I
just feel like I don't do
enough," girls would whine.
The
melodramatic
divas
would moan that they wouldn't get into college. Would
this
actually
happen?
Obviously not.
Trinity served as a breath
of fresh air compared to my
previous, exhausting environment. It is refreshing to see
genuinely cultivated people
who are smart and funny and
involved, and who don't need
to look in the mirror every
morning and ask, "Am I wellrounded
enough?" While
many people do have their
resumes in the back of their
head when signing up for
clubs, there is something to be
said for not talking about it
every hour of the day. In high
school, people cared more
about their resumes than
about what they were actually
doing. What I have found is
that Trinity students do
things and then add it to their
resumes.
There is a h andful of stu dents here that make me roll
my eyes with their commitments. But this is not to say
that these students are out of
place; whatever motivates you
to be involved is fine. But

when you put these students
next to the ones who enjoy
their activities so much that
they don't have time to whine
about their time commitments or their futures , it is
easy to truly point out the
well-rounded person.
It is important to be
involved and to be attentive to
your resume, but don't get
caught up in it. Don't whine
about how you won't get a job
or internship or anything you
want. Be as enthusiastic as
you can about a commitment
in your life, and it will become
a self-fulfilling prophecy. Do
what you like, and your success will follow.

-MHB

t e exec utive
oar o
t
ruuty
co mprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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OPINIONS
The Trinity Tripod

The passing of Gilberto Ramirez saddens the Trinity Community
Carlos
approached
me
because he read an article I
wrote previously for the
On Sunday, April 8th, Tripod and he asked if I
Gilberto Ramirez passed would be willing to write an
away after being in a coma article in memory of his
for two weeks, leaving behind friend, a member of the
his wife, two stepdaughters, Trinity community, whose
and two grandsons.
Mr. death had not been recognized by the
Ramirez was in
College.
his early fifties
This
entire
and
had
As a member of the
worked
at
Campus Climate
situation raises
Trinity for ten
several concerns.
years. Gilberto Committee, I appreciate On one level, it
was one of the
the importance that
draws attention
cooks
at
Trinity places on
to the fact that
Mather and he improving campus cli- C h a r t w e 1 1 s
was passionate
employees have
about his job.
mate and I recognize almost no voice
His coworkers the many ways in which in the Trinity
report that he Trinity has been success- community.
was a friend to ful in such ameliorative Students
and
all; he was the
faculty can com endeavors.
sort of man
ment and criwho looked out
tique Chartwells
for others and was always and its employees by filling
there when anyone needed a out a "How are we doing"
hand.
form (readily available at all
I
heard
about
Mr. of your favorite Chartwells
Ramirez's death not from a eateries).
But how can
mass email sent out by a Chartwells employees particTrinity administrator, but ipate in the conversation?
from one of Gilberto's co- What venue has Trinity
workers ,
Carlos
Laboy. afforded them to voice their
NICHOLA CLARK '12
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

opinions, concerns, and critiques for the Trinity community?
On a much graver note, a
member of the Trinity com munity passed away and our
community has in no official
capacity recognized that loss .
If a student, faculty, or former faculty member dies, the
college is notified by a
Trinity administrator. This
is what should happen. Why,
then, are Chartwells staff
members not afforded that
same courtesy? Chartwells
employees are a vibrant part
of our community. We interact with people like Tony, Al,
Mary, Maria, Carlos, and
Gilberto everyday; over four
years , we develop friendly
rapports with them just as
we do with other students
and professors.
As a member of the
Campus Climate Committee,
I appreciate the importance
that Trinity places on
improving campus climate
and I recognize the many
ways in which Trinity has
been successful in such ameliorative
endeavors .
However, Gilberto Ramirez's

death is yet another distressing incident that demonstrates how far we still have
to go in terms of improving
our Trinity College community.
New social policies
should not be implemented
without
student
input.
President Jones should not
host a cocktail reception for
the Trap and Skeet Club on
the night of Relay for Life. It
should not take a student
being gravely injured for the

college to take serious and
immediate
measures
to
improve campus safety. And
students should not learn
about Gilberto Ramirez's
death from the Tripod.
We extend our thoughts,
prayers, and condolences to
Gilberto's wife, family, and
friends. Gilberto was loved
by his peers and his friendship and passion will be sorely missed by our Trinity com munity.

C OURTESY O F www.dineoncampus.com
Trinity students will grea tly miss all that G ilberto Ramire bro ught to the Mather H all.

Greg Mortenson: A state project or extraordinary social worker?
AHMED JAWAD '13
STAFF WRITER

Greg Mortenson has been
at the center of controversy
since last year after the allega tions against him of using the
charity money for the promotional expenses of his book "Three
Cups
of
Tea."
Mortenson became a popular
name after the publishing his
book, which has been a bestseller, in 2006. Soon, he was
drawing praises of international communities and had
become a "visiting scholar" at
a lot of U.S. military bases in,
and outside, the U.S. If nothing else, a dusty copy of his
book was to be found at all the
military check posts in
Afghanistan. U.S. military
was engaged in what was
called "nation building with
guns" after drawing inspiration from his astonishing
story. However, the allegations
proved to be true and
Mortenson has been recently
charged for his fraudulent
dealings. He has been ordered
by a court in Montana to repay
$1 million.
There has been a lot of criticism of Greg Mortenson's
work recently in the U.S. and
international media alike.
John Krakauer, speaking to
"CBS 60 Minutes" said, "it's a
beautiful story, and it's a lie."
All the criticism against
Mortenson is understandable.
Professor Shafqat Hussain of
Trinity College wrote a piece
in Counterpunch titled "Of Tea
and
Snow
Leopards."

Professor Hussain drew his
readers' attention towards the
difference in ''Mortenson the
person" and ''Mortenson the
state project." The purpose
behind the article was to highlight the possibility of
Mortenson's charity work
being funded by the U.S. government. It was an interesting perspective and I will discuss more of it later in the
article.
Being a native of Pakistan,
I would admit I was one of
those
many
people
in
Pakistan
who
admired
Mortenson's
humanitarian
efforts. Nothing, I believed,
could be better than building
schools for girls in a highly
segregated and male dominated society. It was as much of a
blow for me to find out that
this ''beautiful story" was just
that - a story. However, before
moving
to
condemn
Mortenson
unreasonably,
there are few basic questions
that need to be asked about
Mortenson's
humanitarian
efforts m Pakistan and
Afghanistan.
Was Mortenson really a
state project? This is a perspective which some will
endorse gladly while others
would dismiss as a mere conspiracy theory. However, on a
closer look, it can't be the
most improbably thing to ever
happened. It's the worst kept
secret that the U.S. doesn't
enjoy a great level support in
conflict-stricken Afghanistan
and Pakistan. Hence, it would
not surprise many if the U.S.

started a "state project" in Nobel Prize money, can be
which it tried t o give more bf a lured to the malpractices of
human, friendly, and likeable fraudulent money dealings,
touch to its efforts. After all, then who else could be trusted
Mortenson was also an really? Greg Mortenson had
American who cared deeply become a symbol of social
about
the
people
of change in our society but that
Afghanistan and Pakistan. image is now forever tarMoreover, it was the charity nished. He has reshaped the
money from the
norm of social
U .S.
mostly,
There has been a lot change, and has
donated
by
of criticism of Greg
probably casted
A m e r i c a n s , Mortenson' s work recent- a ~idstrust in thde
which enabled
mm s
an
the
Central ly in the U.S. and inter- hearts of many
Asian Institute
national media alike.
potential donors
to build 140 John Krakauer, speaking and appreciators
schools in two
alike. This is
to "CBS 60 Minutes"
developing coun perhaps
the
said, "it's a beautiful
biggest disserve
tries. There is
nothing unpleasMortenson could
story, and it's a lie."
have done to the
ant about this.
However, is there any evi- people indulged in humanitardence to support this claim? I ian practices.
One more thing that must
have not been able to find any.
Hence, only time would tell not be overlooked is that
how much accurate this Mortenson was no ordinary
analysis is.
social worker. His idea was not
OK,
maybe not
140 only to educate girls. In his
schools, maybe only 30. countless thrilling speeches,
Whatever the true numbers he claimed to have been batare, is building any number of tling extremism, and spreadschools in the war stricken, ing peace, through building
unstable, and volatile regions schools.
Education,
he
of Pakistan and Afghanistan claimed, was the only answer
not an achievement in itself? to, and a way forward for, the
What exactly is it about this backward and illiterate comfabrication that is truly trou- munities.
Education,
he
bling? Well, for one, it carries claimed, was the only weapon
a danger of delegitimizing, that could truly defeat the
perhaps incorrectly, many problem of Islamic fundamen other philanthropy projects talism. Education, he claimed,
that are carried out around was the only hope in the war
the world. If THE Greg on terror. Going through these
Mortenson, who has even claims, I was reminded of an
received a $100,000 donation article, written by Nosheen
from
President
Obama's Ali, titled ''books vs. bombs."

In that article , she rightly
pointed out that Mortenson
has simplified the complex
issue of extremism. He completely dehistoricized and
depoliticized the context of
extremism
and
sought
answers through simplistic
means. Here lies the problem.
There is no such thing as a
straightforward answer to a
problem that has existed for
decades now. His awe-inspiring tales of risking his life
(after all, he did claim to have
been detained by Taliban for
eight days in Pakistan) to
solve a multifaceted problem
of extremism through a solution as simple as education
might have inspired a few people to indulge in similar
endeavors. However, such
accounts need to be discouraged and that's also why the
general public must be
enlightened by the truth
about the fabricated fictions of
dear Mr. Mortenson.
Whatever
Mortenson
achieved in Pakistan and
Afghanistan is admirable.
However, exaggerating the
number of schools and telling
false accounts of his experience and efforts have put a
mark on the good work he has
accomplishments. It has further delegitimized the efforts
of many to tackle the social
evils persisting in many societies. It's for these very reasons that Mortenson should be
criticized and lessons should
be learnt from the successes
and failures of one of the most
popular social workers of his

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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The end ~f the semester means finals and library etiquette
on your conversation. There's
no music playing in those
STAFF WRITER
headphones.)
2. The area atop Peter
Classes are over. Finals
B's is a gray area. Depending
are here. Cue the dramatic
on the atmosphere of those
theme song from Jaws.
already in there, you may or
While some students will
may not talk there. If you are
hibernate in their dorm room
caves to study, most will be in there first, you may relish in
the library. Some will be there
your small opportunity to be a
to actually study
boss, and set
and do work.
the
volume
During finals, every
level. This also
Then there are
hour in the library is
the lucky ones,
applies to the
who don't actual- rush hour. There are too seats by the
ly have much many people to act like l i b r a r y
entrance.
work because the
d
h
. d you can o w atever you
f ates h ave sm11e
3.
on them this want. In an effort to min- Speaking of the
semester. Beware imize distractions and area atop Peter
B's, the doors
these students.
dirty looks, here are
up there do not
They
will
.
l
.d 1.
.
. bl y
di· s- some s1mp e gm e m es lead into the
mev1ta
to follow when in the
tract you.
heart of the
library.
library.
They
During finals,
never
have.
every hour in the
They never will. They are
library is rush hour. There
are too many people to act
always locked. If you haven't
realized
this by now, how
like you can do whatever you
have
you
avoided the library
want. In an effort to minimize
distractions and dirty looks, this long?
here are some simple guide4. Trinity is a small
school.
Do not be surprised
lines to follow when in the
when
you
encounter numerlibrary.
1. Peter B's is the desigous friends and acquaintancnated talking area. There you
es. Do not feel the need to
greet every single one.
may gossip over the most
recent muploads on Facebook,
Especially
if they
are
or that cute guy/girl who just
extremely focused. If it takes
five times of saying someone's
walked by. (Keep in mind that
name to get his or her attenwhile Peter B's is the designated talking area, there will tion, you probably shouldn't
be trying to talk to them in
be those who will eavesdrop
CHANEL PALACIOS '14

the first place.
5. To all adults, proceed
with caution if you have children. If you must or want to
bring your children into the
library for whatever reason,
please keep an eye on them.
Minus five points if they are
running in the library. Minus
ten if they scream. Minus fifteen if they do any of this and
aren't adorable enough to
make up for it.
6. Headphones.
Only
you should be hearing them.
Not everyone has the same
taste in music. While you may
think "Call Me Maybe" is the
greatest song of the moment,
it's torture to some.
7. Food in the library.
There's a reason food isn't
allowed past a certain point.
No one wants to hear you
chewing. If you order food and
bring it into the library,
you're going to get dirty looks.
Ignore them. Everyone is just
jealous.
8. Unless you need to
spread out all your papers
and notebooks because you
have the most important project in the entire school, don't
take up an entire table if you
are just one person. It's rude.
9. Once past the Peter
B's lobby area, be quiet.
Strolling through the hallways and walking to a cubicle, a table, or a study room is
still the library. Do not talk
loudly on your way there, or

laugh loudly, or whistle, etc.
Your joke is not that funny,
you can tell it to your friend
later.
10. When in doubt, don't
talk. Just don't. If you have
to question whether or not
you're allowed to talk in
whatever area you're in, the
answer is no. Absolutely not.
11. Phones. If you think
your professor gets irritated
when your phone goes off in
class, remember that students during finals week are
a lot less tolerant. Silent
mode or vibrate mode at all
times. Even in designated
talking areas. If you can hear
your phone vibrate from
across the room, then only
silent mode. If you r voice can
go on silent mode too, that'd

COURTESY OF www.rrincoll.edu
Trinity College's Raether Library. The library will undoubtedly be packed as fmals approach.
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COURTESY OF www.businessinsider.com and Brian Gable
Mitt Romney distinguished himself in a running field of arguably incompetent Republican primary candidates.

be great.
Everyone in the library is
stressed out. If you have a
ridiculous amount of things to
do, don't sit there and complain about what a ridiculous
amount of things you have to
do. Just do it. (Unintentional
Nike quote right there.) If you
aren't stressed out, do not
take it upon yourself to try
and relieve the stress. You'll
just make everything worse.
In summary, mind your
manners and don't be obnoxious. Once this is all over, you
will have an excuse to do
whatever you feel like doing
for the next couple weeks.
Par e nt s/fri en d s/colleagues
will understand why you are
acting like a lunatic. You
made it t hrough another year.

fMtAI~l:
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Disbarring rumors: What really happened to Michael Phillips
LILY PEPPER '12
STAFF WRITER

As many students and faculty at Trinity may know, our
fellow
student,
Michael
Phillips has been detained in
Costa Rica since Spring
Break. Michael is one of my
closest friends at Trinity and I
would like to set his record
straight because I have heard
far too many far-fetched
rumors about his plight in
Costa Rica. As both Michael's
friend and out of concern for
his reputation at Trinity
College, I feel that it is important for everyone to know
Michael's story.
For the record, during the
morning
of March
22,
Thursday of our spring break,
Michael was driving in a
rental car with a friend to one
of the Costa Rican airports to
catch his flight home. As he
was nearing the airport and
coming around a very bad
curve at an extremely slow
speed, his vision was severely
impaired by the sun resulting
in a minor accident. Michael
swerved to avoid hitting one
person who walked into the
street without looking and in
the process of swerving
around that first person he
bumped into a second person.
After the accident was
cleared, Michael had to
adhere to Costa Rican law and
spent two days in jail until he
was bailed out. In the month

since the original accident,
Michael was first placed on
hotel arrest and then after
being introduced to the family
of a friend of Dan Scully's
mother, he has been living
with them on a nearby rice
farm.
Michael was not charged
with any negligence or driving
while under the influence but
has still had to deal with the
Costa Rican legal system. The
legal and judicial system in
Costa Rica is an absolute farce
and between the laziness of
the prosecutors, the absences
of the judges and the stalling
of Michael's own lawyers,
what normally is accomplished in under a week in the
United States has now taken
over one month with no foreseea ble end in sight. Last
week, Michael's lawyers final ly negotiated a settlement
with the prosecution, which
was necessary for Michael to
avoid staying in Costa Rica for
the next six months waiting
for a trial. A trial would be
the
worst-case
scenario
because it could result in him
receiving sentencing of up to a
year in prison for a minor traffie accident. Michael has been
completely extorted by the
Costa Rican legal system but
he has done all that he legally
can do. He currently is waiting for the Costa Rican insurance company to provide him
with the documentation that
will bind them to covering any

claims and then the judge will
hopefully tell him that he can
return
to
America.
Furthermore, Michael has
been given the run around by
the U.S. embassy in Costa
Rica, which has been of no
help in this entire process.
One would think that the U .S.
embassy's job is to help U .S.
citizens in need, but unfortunately that has not been the
case.
The rumors that I have
heard about Michael's accident and current situation
are both appalling and completely unfounded. Many of
my friends and acquaintances
have come up to me throughout the past month asking
about how Michael is doing
because they previously had
heard some sort of false
rumor. I have done my best to
set my friends straight however, rumors at Trinity spread
like wildfire and I do not have
enough water or words to put
all of them out.
As a senior, I have witnessed the spread of many
rumors throughout my four
years at Trinity and after four
years I still cannot fathom
how the students on this campus believe even the most farfetched rumors. I understand
that one of the problems on a
small campus is that everyone is involved with everyone
else's business and people
gossip at an unbelievable
rate. What I don't under-

stand is how we allow and
help spread rumors that are
most often untrue and usually
just plain old mean about our
friends , the people we supposedly care about. How can on
one hand people say they love
their friends and value their
relationships but on the other
hand speak maliciously about
those same people. I have
been guilty at times of gossiping and discussing rumors
that I thought were true but I
try my best not to say or
spread anything that is downright mean or untrue about
my friends .
Luckily, not everyone who
has approached me asking
about Michael has come asking about some rumor that
they have heard, but rather
simply have asked how he is
doing and if there is anything
they can do to help.
My
answer has been yes because
a few weeks ago Michael
reached out to his friends here
asking if anyone had connections to any senators or
Hillary Clinton. Clinton has
the power to get him expedited through customs and home
so that he can come and graduate with us on May 20th.
However, so many people have
said that they will help but I
find myself doubting if they
have
actually
followed
through and done what they
have said they would do. This
is not the first instance nor
will it be the last of people on

this campus and in the real
world talking the talk, but
never following through.
Why is it so easy for people
to come up with big ideas and
ways to help but so hard for
people to set out and actually
accomplish
these
ideas?
Because, it is far easier to say
you are going to do something,
rather than actually going
and doing something.
In
Michael's case, I urge people
to go against the grain and
actually
follow
through
because it could make all the
difference in his ability to be
home in time for graduation.
Nonetheless, I do not have
any power to stop rumors
from being spread nor can I
prevent people from saying
things that are not true.
However, in the case of
Michael Phillip's I would like
everyone to take into account
the truthful story above
because everything I know,
comes directly from what he
has told me. I know that my
version of Michael's plight
may mean nothing to some
people and that not everyone
will read this article, but I
hope that the rumors about
Michael that spread after this
issue of the Tripod are at least
based on facts , not fiction.
Additionally, if anyone has
any connections to Hillary
Clinton I urge you to reach
out to myself or Michael.
Michael will appreciate your
help most sincerely.

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Take Our Daughters to Work Day promotes women's education
NATALIE WEINSTEIN '14
STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, April 26, the
Women and Gender Resource
Action Center (WGRAC) and
the ESC-Exempt Staff Council
sponsored the "Take Our
Daughters to Work Day" event,
consisting of a luncheon and
tours of non-traditional workplaces for women at Trinity. A
total of 25 mothers, fathers,
daughters and guests attended
the event, promoting the value
of an education for women. The
event's purpose was to expose
young girls and women to the
workplace, and the roles of
mothers outside the home.
Attendees included faculty,
their daughters, various members of the campus, and guest
speaker, Donna Haghighat,
A'89.
The Ms. Foundation for
Women started the event in
1993 to introduce young girls to
the world of work when women
were generally underrepresented in the workplace. The Ms.
Foundation is an organization
dedicated to helping organizations nationwide fight for
changes such as good paying
jobs, reproductive health, and
ending violence against women
and girls. The foundation
strives for a nation in which
power and possibility are not
limited by gender, race, class,

or any other factor. According nonprofits dedicated to advancto the Ms. Foundation, "women ing women. Haghighat disare still largely under-repre- cussed her eagerness to be a
sented in upper decision-mak- leader, even as a young girl. "In
ing positions, and in areas such third grade, I was the leader of
as manufacturing, engineering, the girls at recess as we girls
trades work, and electoral poli- battled a group of boys to have
tics. Women still face the 'glass possession of a hill behind the
elementary
ceiling', gen school. I rememder discrimi"Having been in the
ber
determining
nation, sexual
leadership ranks of
who I needed to
harassment,
two women's funds
appoint as interand, on averand a networking
im leader of the
age,
lower
girls when I had
force within them, I
wages
and
to
have my tonbonuses than
know what matters
sils out to ensure
men
over
to women and where
that the hill was
lifetheir
women are lagging
not taken as
time." For the
abruptly as my
behind. My creative
M
s
tonsils,"
rememFoundation
thinking has
bered Haghighat.
and the event
inspired innovative
Haghighat's
attendees, the
,,
programs.
passion for learnday's purpose
ing more about
was to celehow women have
brate
girls,
Donna Haghighat
been treated in
and to encourA'89
society lead to a
age them to
minor in Women's
use
their
Studies,
which
voice, speak their mind, and
accompanied her major in
work for a more just world.
During the luncheon por- Economics while studying at
tion, the guest speaker Trinity College. Her now wellHaghighat spoke about her seasoned entrepreneurial skills
own experiences as a woman in were first put into use in her
the work force. Haghighat is devising of a Trinopoly T-shirt
the Founder and CEO of and her spoof of beauty pagShoptimize, which sells prod- eants, known as the Mr.
ucts from women-led compa- Student Body Contest. "Having
nies and gives at least one per- been in the leadership ranks of
cent of their after tax profits to two women's funds and a net-
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working force within them, I
know what matters to women
and where women are lagging
behind. My creative thinking
has inspired innovative programs," said Haghighat.
Her determination is rooted
in the pride she takes in her
mother Parvaneh, who, after
being married at 16 in Iran,
had to sneak behind her
father's back to attend high
school. Her father could not
comprehend why a married
woman would need to continue
her education and felt she
would be better served going to
sewing school. Instead of following the wishes of her family,
her mother quietly continued to
attend high school until her

aunt bumped into her on the
bus and confronted her. When
her grandfather learned of
Parvaneh's deceit, he was
angry, but ultimately allowed
her to finish high school due to
her clear interest in an education. After arriving in the US,
her mother continued to strive
for higher education and
enrolled part-time in college
while her daughters attended
kindergarten.
Through
Haghighat's
speech and tours of the campus, young girls were able to
see the value of an education
while being exposed to women

continued on page 7

COURTESY OF lAURA LOCKWOOD

Girls explored their bags during the luncheon on Take Our Daughters to Work Day.

We Hope You Enjoyed
News This Seniester!

Tuesday April 24, 2012
- A student reported that a man entered the Psi U fraternity,
took several empty kegs, and hid them in the bushes before
leaving the campus. Campus Safety and Hartford Police
responded to the incident and the suspect has been identified.
If he returns to campus, he will be arrested on Criminal
Trespass charges and could be additionally charged with burglary.

Friday April 27, 2012
-Spray painted graffiti was found on the north cloister of the
Chapel. Facilities responded and removed the graffiti.

HYou're Interesting in

Saturday April 28, 2012
- A Trinity student was walking south on the Long Walk at
about 2:20 a.m. when she was approached by two males. One
grabbed her from behind and made unwanted sexual contact
while the other served as a lookout. The student escaped and
located a Campus Safety officer nearby, and the two men were
apprehended. Hartford Police charged one man with Third
Degree Sexual Assault and First Degree Criminal Trespass,
and the other was charged with First Degree Criminal
Trespass.

Writing in the Fall...
Contact Alyssa Rosenthal or Nick Auerbach
to write for News
alyssa.rosenthal@trincoll.edu
or
nicholas.auerbach@trincoll.edu
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<Ora uatton Wee
S9l'.T''U1t2'9lY, M!JlY
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11:00 a.m. - 6:00 y.m.
C(ass 2012 Studio ?lrts ?lnnua{
Widener §affery, ?lustin ?lrts Center
(sfudio arts mafors)
'Upper Leve( §affery Syace,, ?lustin
?rrts Center (studio arts minor)

ef

a.m. - 12:00 y.m.
The Trinity Coffe8e Chaye( SintJers
Concert
']"'fie Chaye(
11:30

12:00 - 1:30 y.m.
Pfii ~eta 'Kalpa 'lnitiation Luncheon
WashintJton "Itoo!l}f_'Mather '}(a{{, second)wor
12:00 - 3:00

S'U2f2'9lY, M!JlY 20, 2012
9:00 -,_9,:45 a.m.
Service of 'Jto(v Communion
t"fie c'h.ayeC
10:00

a.m.

~achefor's and 'Master's 'De8ree

Candidates Pormation
Lower LontJ Wa(k, near Cinestudio
10:50 a.m.
?lcademic Procession ~e8ins
11:00 a.m. - 1ao J!..m.
186th Commencement Ceremony
The QyadrantJfe

y,.m.

?ludubon's ~irds OJ ?lmerica
Watkinson Li6rar11, 'Raether Library
and 'lnjormation 'Tecfinofo8Y Center

1:30 - 5:00 y.m.
Post-Commencement Cefe6ration
Soccer Pie(ds

Children educated about
women in workplace
continued from page 6
in the workplace, and the roles
of mothers outside the home.
Associate Professor of Biology
Scott Smedley attended the
event with his 5·year-old
daughter Lydia. "Her favorite
part of the day at Trinity was
with Jenny Nord, the college's
animal care technician. Jenny
kindly arranged for some of the
girls to visit a few of our resi·
dent snakes. Although Lydia
still has some time to contem·
plate career options, it was
nonetheless a treat for her to
have a special visit to campus

and see women at their work,"
said Smedley.
As with any event, the girls
and parents were given a few
fun souvenirs, including rulers,
listing "Great Women Rulers"
on one side, buttons saying
''You Can't Know History until
you learn HERSTORY," and
lastly some colorful mardi gras
necklaces and balloons. In all,
the daughters of the faculty
and staff were able to see the
triumphs of women in the work
place and the power that they
possess as young women to go
out into the world and be sue·
cessful.

4:00 - 5:00 y.m.

~accalaureate

The ChayeC
5:15 - 6:30 y.m.
'Receytion Tor the C(ass of 2012 and
fheir jamifies
The Presidents '}(ouse, 133 Vernon
Street
6:15 - 7:00 p.m.
'Roman Catho(ic Vi,qi( 'Mass
The Chayer

COURTESY OF LAURA LOCKWOOD

Women and their daughters posed for a photo at the luncheon this past Thursday.

.

News In Brief- Aide testifies in Edwards trial

Racetrack boss withholds winnings

Cheri Young, wife of former top aide to
John Edwards, testified at the former
Senator's federal corruption trial Monday,
detailing her complicity in trying to keep Mr.
Edwards' mistress, Rielle Hunter, out of pub·
lie view. Among other tasks, she was asked
to deposit checks, which came from a pair of
wealthy Edwards campaign donors and
were used to pay for Ms. Hunter's living
expenses.

The operator of the Saratoga, Aqueduct
and Belmont racetracks knowingly with·
held nearly $8.5 million that was due to
bettors over a 15·month period, according
to a new state report, and the Cuomo
administration has asked the state inspec·
tor general to determine if executives broke
civil or criminal laws. The New York Racing
Association, a public-benefit corporation,
operates the three racetracks.

Pastor burns Korans, angers politicians

Children killed in Afghanistan

A Koran burning conducted by Terry
Jones, the inflammatory pastor from
Florida, has angered Iranian politi ·
cians. One has gone so far as to call for
Jones's execution. On Saturday he set
fire to several copies of the Muslim holy
book and an image of the prophet of
Islam, Mohammad. Jones said the purpose was to raise attention about a
Christian pastor held in an Iranian
prison.

Three children were killed and three
wounded in cross·fire on Monday when
Taliban insurgents attacked a team of
American
soldiers
in
southern
Afghanistan. The American soldiers were
meeting with residents in the Shajoe
District of Zabul Province. Local Police
and the Americans were present at a
meeting of tribal leaders, hoping to persuade the community to form its own
police unit.

Israeli Prime Minister's Father Dies

Road sunbathers hit by car

Benzion Netanyahu, a scholar of Judaic
history, advocate for the creation of the
Jewish state, and a behind·the·scenes
adviser to Israel's prime minister,
Benjamin Netanyahu, his son, died on
Monday. He was 102. His group, which was
part of the revisionist Zionism movement,
originally opposed creating the new Israel
by dividing Palestine between Jews and
Arabs. It wanted a bigger Jewish state,
including present-day Jordan.

'l\vo teen girls were struck by a car
after they dozed off while sunbathing on
a rural road in Pennsylvania on Sunday
afternoon, family members told NBC sta·
tion WPXI ·TV in Pittsburgh. The girls,
both 13, were taken by helicopter to
Children's Hospital in Pittsburgh, where
they were expected to recover. Andrea
Kunicky, a spokeswoman for the hospital,
told msnbc.com on Monday that the girls
were in good condition.

Intercollegiate
Update
Williams College

Colgate University

Community members were recent
rry informed in an all-campus email tha
homophobic graffiti was found on tht
kloor of a student's dorm room. Tht
!Writing was at least a week old, whid
makes it difficult to identify the persor
!responsible. Administrators and stu
klents met Sunday night to discuss ;
response to the incident and furthe1
k:ourses of action.

Former Colgate Professor Manning
Marable recently received the Pulitzer
Prize in Letters, Arts and Drama and
History for his biography Malcolm X: A
Life of Reinvention, which was published in April 2011. Marable pas.5ed
away three days before the book was published, and it has since been appraised by
critics. The book is a response to
Malcolm X's own autobio
h.

Middlebury College

Cornell University

Campuswide
dialogue
has
increased recently regarding the volume
of dishware that has been taken from
the dining halls, which has increased
since spring break. The Director of
Dining Services has speculated that several hundred individual pieces of dishware have been taken, and dining hall
employees are struggling to put out
enough clean dishware.

Students recently participated in
Nate's Run for Smiles, a 5k race in
memory of Nathaniel Rand '12, a student who drowned last summer. The
event raised money for the Nathaniel
L. Rand Fund of Child Life Program
of the Children's Hospital at
Montefiore in New York City. The
event was planned by a service fraternity of which Rand was a member.

Hamilton College

Amherst College

Over the weekend students celebrated the first annual Paganelli
Jamboree, to honor Alexander
Paganelli '12 who passed away last
year in a car accident. Throughout
the day students remembered "Pags"
with some of his favorite activities,
mainly lacrosse and dancing, while
raising money for the Brain Injury
Assocaition of America.

Amherst's Comprehensive Fee
will increase by four percent for
the 2012-2013 school year to
$55,510. The College Treasurer
cited the rising cost of post-seeondary education in the United
States as the principal reason for
the increase. The fee at Amherst
has risen by 50.4 percent since
2003.
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Students raise tnoney for cancer
continued from page 1
this year's event was the
Olympics. "One of the most
exciting aspects of Relay is the
diverse collection of people that
attend," said Cote. "This year
there were students from sports
teams, fraternities and sororities, religious organizations,
and service groups." Cote added
that this year they had the
opportunity to work with com·
munity groups from the
Hartford area, and that all·boys
middle school Covenant Prep
brought over 30 students to the
event.
One of the highlights of the
night, as usual, was the Lip
Sync Contest. The $500 first
prize went to The Movable
Joints, Trinity's improv comedy
group, for their rendition of the
popular song "Call Me Maybe."
The contest was followed by the
first ever Student Date Auction,
in which between ten and 15
students volunteered to be auc·
tioned off to raise money for the
cause. Julian Brown '13 gar·
nered the most money of any
student, as a date with him
went to $130. A date with
Carolyn Meighan '14 raised $95
for the American Cancer Society.
Associate
Director
of
Corporate and Foundation
Relations Emily Gresh A'03 was
the keynote speaker during the
Ceremony of Hope. Gresh gave a
harrowing account of her own
experiences battling breast can·

cer. "She is a true inspiration to
those who have heard her story
and someone we were lucky to
have speak," Marro said. "She
brought the event home to our
campus reminding us h3ow can·
cer affects everyone's life in
some way, even on our campus."
Cote urges members of the
Trinity community to see the
success of Relay for Life as a
campus·wide accomplishment.
"At Trinity we often focus so

much on the negatives, looking
at how apathetic the campus is,
and what aspects of our policies
should be improved," she said.
''Relay is a wonderful example of
an event that highlights campus
community and cohesiveness,
and for that reason I think it
becomes not only a rally against
cancer, but also a celebration of
the positive energy and commit·
ment that does exist on this
campus."

- The Gavel SGA This Week

Messages Fro1n
the SGA
DOBROMIR G. TRIFONOV
was inaugurated as SGA
president
and
PRESTON W. HAXO
SHAWNA M. BERK
WILLIAMCHA
JUAN M. HERNANDEZ
as Vice Presidents
COURTESY OF GIULIANI LOPEZ

Above: a Relay team sits around their blanket. Below:,,t he Accidentals perform.

~·

The UPS Store· bp·
Pack, Ship and Summer
Storage Program

Trinity College
For more information or to reserve space call 860-232-2767
We can store or ship anything
Golf clubs, skis, bicycles, furniture, etc.
Meet us on campus in the spring of 2012
Location: Elton-Jones Quad
Wed, May 2 thru
11 :00 - 3:00
Fri, May 4
Mon, May 7 tt~ru
10:00 - 4:30
Sat, May 12

Attention Seniors:
New Location: Vernon St. - Outside The Bistro
Friday, May 18
9:00 -1 :00
Monday, May 21
9:00 -1 :00

Everything you need will be available for purchase:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boxes, Tape, Poster Tubes
Packing Materials
Insurance
Domestic & International Shipping
Summer Storage
And We Can Pack It For You!

Service provided by the local pack and ship experts at
The UPS Store
1028 Boulevard, West Hartford, CT 06119 email: store2591@theupsstore.com

FEATURES
The Trinity Tripod

Rubenstein visits Hillel to discuss recently written biography
continued from page 1
despised patrons at the restaurant.
Though the politician eventually
formed a mutually beneficial relationship with one waiter in which he
would not tip but eat quickly in order
to free the table for a tipping customer,
Trotsky refused to part from his social-

COURTESY OF harvardhumanrights.files.wordpress.com

Rubenstein wrote a biography on the life of Trotsky.

ist values even when it came to the
custom of a country he was temporarily visiting. Rubenstein concluded the
short story about Trotsky's fanatic
ways by reminding the audience that
within six months the man was back
in Russia, imposing his socialist
beliefs not on a small Bronx restaurant, but on an entire country.
Rubenstein also took time to trace
the evolution of Trotsky's family and
the tragic events that surrounded his
loved ones. At the time of his assassination, all of the revolutionary's children were dead. One of his daughters
died from tuberculosis in Leningrad
and the other, possibly unstable, killed
\herself in Berlin after following her
f~ther to Turkey while he was in exile.
'fyotsky's two sons, born of a different
mbther than his daughters, also predeceased their father.
Rubenstein noted that, Trotsky felt
no connection to Odessa, where he
received the majority of his education.
The politician was removed from his
origins, though he despised any violence against Jewish people simply
because of their religious identity.
Rubenstein told the crowd that
Trotsky wrote early in the 1930s, that
the Jews of Europe would be destroyed
if there was to be a war. Stalin, as well
as other enemies, frequently used
Trotsky's Jewish origins against him.
Perhaps one of the most interesting, yet brief, parts of the author's
presentation was his discussion of one

COURTESY OF arabichour.org

Rubenstein gave a lecture at Trinity to discuss the life of Trotsky and how his Jewish identity affected him in America.

of the techniques he used for his
research. Rubenstein searched for all
"New York Times" articles that mentioned Trotsky over a period of many
years, and his findings were fascinating. Rubenstein was shocked by how
much the newspaper got wrong about
Trotsky and his beliefs, life and
actions. Rubenstein found numerous
articles stating that Stalin was preferred over Trotsky, and even when the
revolutionary died mistakes were
made in his obituary. Possibly the best
piece of advice given by the author was

to use such a tactic in any student's
research.
It is rare that a biography is written about such an influential individual in which the author strives not to
idolize or decry, but rather to human·
ize the subject. The author's presentation to a group of Trinity students and
faculty members last week certainly
left the audience better informed as
well as intrigued. Rubenstein's book,
only 225 pages long and undoubtedly
worth the read, is available online and
in stores.

Through the Grapevine: Best Kate Middleton Outfits of 2012
SERENA ELAVIA '14
STAFF WRITER

On November 16, 2010, Prince
William announced that he and long·
time girlfriend Kate Middleton were
engaged. All eyes were on Kate as she
stepped out in an electric blue Issa
dress that matched perfectly with her
sapphire and diamond engagement
ring. Within days, the dress was sold
out on the Issa website, and was all over
eBay. The dress catapulted Issa to fame,
and soon became both one of Britain's
most coveted brands. A deep v-neck and
ruching at the waist keeps the dress
flattering, but not too revealing. After
this moment, Kate became known as an
international style icon and continued
to wow the world with her impeccably
designed outfits.

COURTESY O F www.fashionablyjust.com

This was the fi rst dress she wore after her engagement.

In the Duchess' first trip to America,
she made sure to make a glamorous
impression. Wearing a lilac Alexander
McQueen gown, the duchess attended
the BAFTA Brits to Watch Awards in
Los Angeles with husband Prince
William. She kept her jewelry understated, showcasing her engagement ring
and wearing earrings on loan from the
Queen. Peeking out from the hemline,
sky-high Jimmy Choo heels were Kate's
choice of footwear for the evening.
Clearly, Kate stole the spotlight from
Hollywood celebrities and was best
dressed at the event.

COURTESY O F 1.bp.blogspot.com

This lilac gown was worn in Kare's first U.S. appearance.

Earlier this year, Kate Middleton
dazzled in a Temperley London gown at
the British premiere of 'War Horse."
Temperley London, started by Alice
Temerpely is a British fashion house,
and Kate always plays homage to her
fellow British designers. The rain didn't
stop the style icon, as she walked down
the red carpet with husband Prince
William, shielding his beautiful bride.
Lace looks beautiful on the Duchess,
and reminds fans of her exquisite wedding dress. Director Stephen Spielberg
sat near Kate during the film, and said
that he was touched when she cried during a scene.

COURTESY O F www.tl.gstatic.com

Kate and Will shown at the premiere of "War Horse."

During her first visit to the U.S.,
Prince William and his blushing bride,
Kate Middleton, attended a polo match
hosted by the American Friends of The
Foundation of Prince William and
Prince Harry in California at the Santa
Barbara Polo and Raquet Club. In the
past, Kate has worn equestrian style
outfits to William's polo matches, but
knee length skirts and boots are no outfit for a newly minted Duchess.
Perfectly radiant in a Jenny Packham
gown, Kate stood out at the polo match
as she supported her husband and
brother-in-law's charity. Usually, Kate
wears round toe and closed toe pumps,
but it was a pleasant surprise to see her
wearing open toed cross strap shoes.
The nude heels are a creation of L.K.
Bennet, one of the Duchess' favorite
shoe designers.

COURTESY OF www4.picrures.zimbio.com

Kate wore a short dress at a Polo game in Santa Barbara.
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Food Dudes: Afghan restaurant offers up traditional options
LUCY BAUER '14
STAFF WRITER

As we prepare to leave Hartford for
the summer, we decided that we wanted to end our semester of Food Dudes
with a bang. We didn't want to go to an
Italian restaurant or a burger joint,
but instead we wanted to try something different and new and we wanted to end the year with some spice and
culture. We decided on dinner at the
Shish Kebab House of Afghanistan on
Farmington Avenue in West Hartford.
We had walked by plenty of times,
having visited many restaurants in
the area, but had never ventured
inside the colorful and fragrant home
of endless kebabs.
The ambiance was festive, with
traditional Afghan rugs lining the
floors and walls, a long, wooden bar
with festive cocktails, and an entire
second floor of tables with skylights
letting in the light of the early spring
evening. We were seated immediately
and given hot flatbread, similar to
naan that you might receive at an
Indian restaurant. Afghan dishes are
fairly similar to Indian ones in their
flavors, but with less curries and more
dry spices and meats.
We began by ordering a typical
Afghan yogurt drink called a Daugh,
which is made of yogurt, chopped
cucumber, and mint leaves. It was
quite a bit more savory than expected,
and tasted a lot like Greek tzatziki
sauce. The idea is that the cool yogurt
will calm your mouth after having a
spicy dish. We also ordered an appetizer of bowlani, which is a grilled, flat
noodle, somewhat like phyllo dough,
stuffed with potatoes and vegetables
and seasoned with cayenne pepper,

coriander, and black pepper. It came
with a green sauce that was tangy and
had a pickled flavor. The combination
of the mild and bold flavors together
created an interesting and yummy
dish.

For our main courses, we ordered a
chicken kebab, a salmon kebab, and a
leg of lamb kebab and each dish came
with two sides. The options for these
were pumpkin, eggplant, mushrooms,
brown rice, spinach, or potato. We

COURTESY O F yelp.com

Shish Kebab House of Afghanistan provides food dudes with real Afghan experience, down to the food and decor.

chose brown rice, pumpkin, spinach,
eggplant, and mushrooms, between
the three of us. We also ordered a traditional rice side called Kabeli Palow
rice, which is a brown rice seasoned
with almonds, raisons, carrots, and
flavored with cardamom. Kebabs are a
very traditional dish that dates back
to ancient times in the Middle East,
consisting of meats grilled on a skewer
over a flame. Each was cooked to perfection, with different spices complementing the various flavors of the
meat. Salmon is a fairly untraditional
meat for a kebab, but the grilled flavor
and lemon marinade was a perfect
choice for a warm evening. The chicken kebab was perhaps the least interesting, but was delicious with the
Kabeli Palow flavors . The lamb kebab
is the most traditional meat for this
dish, and it was very flavorful and
seemed especially lean for lamb.
Because the meats are grilled, the fat
drips off and leaves the meat more
lean and light. The sides were phenomenal and could have made up an
entire meal by themselves. The pump·
kin was our favorite . It was sweet and
seasoned to perfection, and complemented the more savory parts of the
meal beautifully.
Shish Kebab House of Afghanistan
is committed to maintaining a traditional feel. They have traditional live
music on certain nights and have been
named one of the best restaurants by
Hartford Magazine in both 2010 and
2011. They also have a hookah bar section that is open later in the evening.
For an adventurous meal that will
make you feel as if you are in a more
exotic environment, I would highly
recommend the Shish Kebab House of
Afghanistan.

Award-winning filmmaker presents recent film
LYDIA KAY '13
FEATURES EDITOR

Last Thursday, April 26, Trinity had
the pleasure of hosting Dr. Bruce
Paddington for an informative and
educational evening that included two
film screenings as well as a discussion
on Latin American and Caribbean film.
Paddington came from the University
of West Indies where he has been
teaching film for many years. When he
is not in the classroom, Paddington is
also the director of the annual Trinidad
and Tobago film festival as well as a
renowned
filmmaker
himself.
Additionally, he is widely known as the
founder of Banyan Productions and the

COU RTESY O F blog.trinidadandtobagofilmfesrival.com

Dr. Paddington visited Trinity to show h is documentary.

Caribbean Federation of Filmmakers.
He received a warm welcome from the
Trinity community for the entirety of
his two-week stay in the states, which
was evident from the impressive
turnout of students, faculty, and visitors from Hartford that were in attendance at the Thursday event.
The series of events began at 4:30
p.m. with a showing of Paddington's
own documentary entitled, "The
Mennonites of Beliz." In this engaging
hour-long film, Paddington investigated the lives of Mennonites who have
established communities in Beliz after
migrating from Mexico and Canada.
When asked what inspired him to
embark on this endeavor, he simply
responded, "I saw Mennonites in Beliz,
and was fascinated by their culture.
Thus, I decided to investigate this reality further." The documentary provided a well-rounded and complete depiction of Mennonite communities in Beliz
through interviews that Paddington
himself conducted with various individuals. The final product was beautiful and accurately captured the essence
of the Mennonite lifestyle, both religious and social. Some of his material
was slightly controversial and dealt
with race issues, but as Paddington
stated in the question and answer period that followed the showing, he made
the director's choice to leave in this
material despite the debate it may
raise. He also told the guests that as a
result, a few sponsors pulled out due to
the sensitive subject matter. Despite
this controversy, Paddington remains

proud of his work and the message it
sends.
A discussion about Latin American
and Caribbean film , "Caribbean
Culture: Issues of Representation,
Historical Formation and Film
Practices," led by Paddington, immediately followed the documentary. He
opted to take a more creative approach
for this part of the evening, showing
several consecutive clips that represented a wide-array of Latin American
and Caribbean films. The first clip he
showed was from an old, black and
white version of "Robinson Crusoe,"
and ended with a thirty second segment of "The Harder They Come." It
was also interesting to see how popular
cinematic themes, such as pirates and
zombies, originated from Latin
American and Caribbean films and
continue to be seen in mainstream
media to this day.
The final component of the night
was a 7 p.m. showing of Cuban filmmaker Guttierez Alea's "The Last
Supper," presented by the Latin
American & Iberian Film Series.
Interestingly enough, for this event,
the Cinestudio attained the only available copy of this film in the U.S. This
was its first American theatrical showing in a number of years, and was free
and open to the public. Overall, the
evening was successful and a widely
attended event held in the beautiful
Cinestudio building. Food and discussion followed, giving those in attendance the opportunity to meet and talk
with Paddington.

Thin kins
of writins
for
features
next
semester?
Contact Lydia Kay
LYdia.KaY@trincoU.edu
OR
Karisa Cernera at
Karisa.Cernera@trincoll.edu
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The First annual Trinity Film Festival shows promising lineup
continued from page one
Ted Maroney, who is a senior film student at the Tisch
School at NYU, submitted a
film called "Little League,"
which he describes as "three
generations' worth of small
town drama unfolding when a
local cop breaks up a high
school party."
Maroney
filmed the movie in New
Haven last year, and several
Trinity students appear as
extras. This will be their first
chance to view the finished
film .
Maroney is very
impressed with the work
Mason has done and said "I'm
thrilled to be part of the
Trinity Film Festival, especially in its inaugural year. I
think it will live out to be a
storied institution that will
stand the test of time."
One special element of
this festival is the high caliber of celebrity judges on the
professional panel. Actors,
directors, professors, and
other industry greats will
view the screening and make
final award decisions. Judges
include the co-founder of
Cinestudio James Hanley;
Mary Buck, former president

of the Casting Society of
America; Rob Brink, a visiting film lecturer and director
of the student production
group Trinity Action! Films;
actor and writer Brian
Currie; and Dr. Michael
Walsh, founder and chair of
the Cinema Department at
University
of
Hartford.
These judges bring a wide
range of talent and experiences to the festival that will
hopefully attract many filmmakers and attendees to this
festival and ones to come.
After the screening, the
judges will be available to
answer for questions and
answers , providing valuable
feedback for the filmmakers
and attendees. Each of the
student filmmakers will be in
attendance to talk to the
audience about their films as
well.
Mason stressed how com petitive the pool of submissions was. Ultimately, seven
Trinity students were chosen
for the screenings, as well as
two
from
Syracuse
University, one from Colby
College, five from NYU, and a
scattering from across the
country.
In future years,

Mason hopes the festival will
strongly feature NESCAC
and other small school film makers, but was pleased with
the diversity of selections for
the festival's first year. The
films from NYU students
were very strong and professionally edited, but Mason
says they are not guarentees
for the festival, as many of
the stories and originality of
more amateur films are
strong as well. He sees the
festival as a great outlet for
schools like Trinity, who have
small but growing film programs . The opportunity for
students to have their work
shown in front of an audience
is also a valuable experience,
says Mason, because even
students who slave away at
the prestigious Tisch school
at NYU rarely get to see an
audience response to their
film projects.
The festival this weekend
kicks off with a Cinestudio
event on Thursday, May 3,
where actor DB Sweeney will
be present for a screening of
John Sayles's 1988 baseball
movie "Eight Men Out," followed by a discussion with
Sweeney. Sweeney was origi-

-

nally supposed to be a panel
member for the festival, but
due to a conflict is no longer
available. The event is free
and open to the public and

promises to be a spectacular
evening of film. Visit the festival's website at www.trinityfilmfest.org for more information
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AIU NEWSFROMTHEWORLDATLARGE
Clll..OE MILLER'14&EMILY MISENCIK'Lf.
We've listed art news from the week below, complete

"THE BRIDE WORE BLACK" (1968)
Tuesday, May 1, 7:30 p.m.
"JEFF, WHO LIVES AT HOME"
Wednesday, May 2, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 3, 7:30 p.m.
Friday, May 4, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 5, 2:30 p.m.
"EIGHT MEN OUT" WITH DB SWEENEY
Thursday, May 3, 7:30 p.m.
THE TRINITY FILM FESTIVAL
Saturday, May 5, 5 p.m.
"MONSIEUR LAZHAR"
Sunday, May 6, 2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
Monday, May 7, 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 8, 7:30 p.m.

with a brief recap:

-Classic Stage Company's production of 'f\
Midsummer's Night Dream" opened in NYC on
Sunday, April 29. The updated version of the
timeless class is directed by Tony Speciale.
-Paolo Morsiani, currator of contemporary art at
the Cleveland Museum of Art, has recently been
appointed Director of Neuberger Museum of Art
of the State Univeresity of New York at Purchase.
-Edvard Munch's "Scream" comes up for sale
Wednesday night, May 2, at Sotherby's. Buyers
are estimated to bid between $150 million and
$200 million for the work, breaking Christie's
current record for the most expensive artwork
ever sold at auction. Two years ago, Picasso's
"Nude, Green Leaves and Bust" sold at Christie's
for a record $106.5 million.
-Bob Dylan and Toni Morrison are among the 13
recipents of the Presidental Medal of Freedom,
the higest civilian honor given bv. the U.S. Dylan
has been praised as one of "the most influential
American musicians of the 20th century," while
Morrison's novels "give life to an essential aspect
of American reality.
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Metal sculpture by Richard Tuttle '63 on display in Admissions
CHLOE MILLER '14
ARTS EDITOR

The admissions building is currently home to an art display called ''The
Birth of Three Metals" by artist and
alumnus Richard Tuttle '63. Tuttle is a
postminimalist artist who received his
Bachelor's degree in studio arts in 1963
at Trinity College. He is a celebrated
artist and his work has been shown in
the Museum of Modern Art in New
York, the Whitney Institute of
Contemporary Art in Philadelphia, and
other internationally renowned locations. In 2005 an exhibit dedicated to
his life's work was featured at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art.

Tuttle now divides his time living and
working in New Mexico and New York.
Tuttle's artistic style has influenced
many important modern artists. He
works in a variety of mediums, including painting, sculpture, and large-scale
installation art, such as "The Birth of
Three Metals." He focuses on the use of
scale and line to create drama through
a less is more approach to art.
Postminimalism is an art movement
that began in the 1970s, both chronologically and stylistically after minimalism. Works often include everyday
objects and attempt to approach the
"pure" aesthetic form . There are a
broad range of artists and themes, but
Tuttle is one of the pioneers of the

movement. His work has evolved from
uniquely shaped wood reliefs and
shaped canvasses, to smaller wallbound pieces that command attention
through the integration of painting,
sculpture, and metal work.
"The Birth of Three Metals" combines sculpture of copper, brass, and
aluminum into one striking piece. The
metal is hammered to give off a textured, diverse surface, and the three
separate pieces are smoothly connected
by the simple use of brackets. The
three distinct shapes (triangle, circle,
and semicircle) of each metal accentu ate the use of line that is so distinctive
of Tuttle's work over the years. At first
glance, the piece simulates a question

mark, although the period has been
placed into the middle of the semicircle,
challenging the typical conventions of
the form. The work is almost eight feet
tall and four feet wide, and is mounted
on the wall from its side, jutting out in
a dramatic way. It hangs on the top
floor of the well-lit staircase in the
Admissions building, highlighted by
the white background of the walls and
the streaming sunlight through the
windows. Such a striking piece really
fits into the modern architecture of the
Admissions building, which also features a metal globe sculpture on its
exterior. The clean lines and crisp
lighting accentuate Tuttle's focus on
the minimalist art form.

-·

COURTESY OF C HLOE MILLER '14

COURTESY OF http://images.bcj.com/projects

COURTESY OF www.speronewestwater.com

The three-metal scu\prure is made of copper, brass, and aluminum.

The Admissions Building provides the perfect backdrop for the dramatic display of "The Birth of Three Metals" sculpn1re by Tuttle.

Richard Tuttle received his B.A. in Srudio Am from Trinity in '63.

''Distant Pen Pals froni the
Sea'' captivates audience
EMILY MISENCIK '14
ARTS EDITOR

On Wednesday, April 25, Trinity
Students performed "Distant Pen Pals
from the Sea" in the Trinity Commons
Performance Lab. The piece involved
three work-in-progress excerpts from a
larger work, all set in with simple black
backgrounds.
Artistic
Director
Trinity/La MaMa Urban Arts Semester
in NYC and Visiting Lecturer,
Department of Theater and Dance,
Michael Burke wrote, choreographed
and conceived the piece in collaboration
with Danee Conley '14, Avery Dwyer '14,
Dana Mcintosh '14, and Brittany Payton
'12.
The piece opened with the four girls
dressed in black attire, moving in synchronic motion to the music's beats. The
opening musical number did not have
any words, but rather a variety of
rhythms and sounds. Towards the end of
the opening scene, the four dancers
began to include red sheets as props into
their dance piece. Three of the dancers
held the large red sheet in front of them,
interchanging with the other dancer
moving across the stage. The girl dancing appeared to be searching for something, gliding across the floor with a purposeful gaze.
In the second excerpt, Burke took the
spotlight. He positioned himself center
stage with no other dancers or cast members. Burke began to read a letter to the
late Anne Frank from an individual
named Harmony. In the letter, Harmony
states he learned about Frank through

her autobiography in class and wishes to
meet her. Harmony comments on his
struggles and compares Idaho to Europe
during that particular era. The piece was
particularly interesting and moving,
capturing the audiences' attention.
In the third and final excerpt from
the larger work, the four Trinity dancers
dressed in black returned to the stage.
This time, they performed a choreographed dance to an upbeat song with
lyrics. The song repeatedly mentioned
the phrase "under your spell" as the
dancers performed in rhythmic motions.
In particular, the dancers struck many
sleeping poses, allowing a lip-sync dialogue between two of the dancers to
occur. Overall, each individual piece
from ''Distant Pen Pals from the Sea"
was compelling and well executed. The
excerpts left the audience questioning
and anticipating the larger work.

1.) " Summer of '69" -Bryan Adams
2.) "Summer Girls" - LFO
3.) "California Gurls" -Katy Perry
4.) "School's Out" -Alice Cooper
5.) "Water" -Brad Paisely
6.) "Margaritaville" -Jimmy Buffett
7.) "Summertime" -DJ Jazzy Jay &
The Fresh Prince
8.) "Summer Nights"-John Travolta
& Olivia Newton-John
9. "Cruel Summer" -Bananarama
10.) "California Girls" -The Beach
Boys

••
•..
...•-·

COURTESY OF trinitylamama.org
Burke wrote and choreographed the piece with Trinity srudents.
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Sixth Ann·ual Samba Fest· comes to Hartford
EMILY MISENCIK '14
ARTS EDITOR

-·-·

.. .

Braz and Conn. will join forces on
Saturday, May 5 at the Sixth Annual
Samba Fest. The festival will take
place at Mortensen Riverfront Plaza,
300 Columbus Boulevard in Hartford,
from 11 a .m. to 6 p.m. The free admission event encourages individuals and
families to attend and partake in the
various events throughout the day. The
festival will occur rain or shine.
Associate Professor of Music Eric
Galm conceived and produces the
annual Samba Fest. ''Vibrant, live
music and dance is a way that we can
learn about our hemisphere and its history. Highlighting these connections
throughout the African diaspora in the
Americas enables us to understand
how Jam es Brown, bomba, samba, and
salsa move and groove together," said
Galm, indicating his belief and purpose
behind the annual Hartford festival.
Numerous musical and dance groups
are scheduled to perform at this year's
festival, including Brazil's Berimbrown
with special guest Dinho Nascimento
from Bahia. This is Berimbrown's third
consecutive performance at Samba
F est, as both Berimbrown and
Nascimento are praised for their innovative blends of North American sound

with historic Brazilian musical references. Various local musical groups are
also scheduled to perform, inclu ding
the Trinity Samba Ensemble, who will
be joined by Brazilian vocalist Jose
Paulo. Conjunto Antilleano, conducted
by trumpeter and salsa bandleader
Ray Gonzalez, will perform along with
Hartford's Negrura Peruana. The
Williamantic-based Bomba Ashe will
also perform quintessential Puerto
Rican folk music for the attendees.
Samba Fest also incorporates various local dance groups. New Haven's
Ginga Brasileria will demonstrate
capoeira, Afro-Brazilian martial art,
and maculele, also referred to as the
"stick dance." The Artists Collective
African Connection Dance and Drum
Ensemble will perform West African
dances, while JuggleJoy teaches circus-oriented activities and skills
throughout the festival. Trinity College
students have also donated their time
to run craft activities and games areas
for children.
The Sixth Annual Samba Fest is
supported by the City of Hartford Arts
& Heritage Job s Grant Program,
Mayor Pedro E . Segarra; Greater
Hartford Arts Council; Trinity College's
Austin Arts Center Guest Artist Series,
Department of Music, Center for
Urban and Global Studies Art

UPcomins f vents
.
at Trinity•s
Watkinson Library:
Creative Fellowship Project

Prsentatlons
Thursday, May 3, 5:30 p.m.
Drawing Birds Exhibition
April 25 - June 29
Exhibit includes drawings from
the students of Devin
Dougher=ty's Fall 2011
Drawing I class
The works are inspired by the
new display case and Trinity's
copy of Audobon's "Birds of
America."

Initiative, offices of Community
Relations,
Multicultural Affairs,
Campus Life, Trinfo Cafe, and WRTC
89.3 FM. Additional support is provided by t he U Conn Center For Latin
American and Caribbean Studies, the
Governo de Minas/Programma Musica
J

I

this~ Weekend
Minas, and th e Consulate General of
Brazil. For directions and parking
information and additional informat ion about the music and participating
artists, visit sambafest.com. General
information can also be found by calling 860-297-2199.

COURTESY O F commons.trincoll.edu
Various musical and dance groups perform at previous Samba Fests in Hartford , captivating the aud ie nce with an upbeat sound.
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The Bantams take third in the'NESCAC Golf Championship
MALCOLM LLOYD '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Trinity Men's Golf went on
the road this weekend to the
Taconic Golf Club located in
Williamstown, Mass. and
home of the Williams College
Ephs. The club hosted the
NESCAC Golf Championship
Tournament on April 28 and
29, as Middlebury, Williams,
Hamilton, and Trinity competed for the Champion title.
The Bantams took third
place in the tournament, as
they were unable to defeat the
Middlebury Panthers who
now have won four of the last
six conference crowns. The
high level of their play landed
the Bantams just 19 shots
behind the Panthers, and only
11 strokes shy of the second
place, that was claimed by the
hosts of the tournament, the
Williams Ephs. The Hamilton
College Continentals finished
fourth with a combined score
of 656, behind Trinity's score
of 645.
Battling the high winds
that dominated the play for
much of the tournament, Alex
Bermingham '12, tri-captain
COURTESY OF athletics.trincoll.edu
from Bedford, New York, finThe
golf
team
travels
to
Florida
on
the
15th
to
compete in the NCAA competition.
ished second overall with a
While the Bantams were
of
79
shots.
combined score of 156, from tally
both days of the tournament. Bermingham, as well as unable to reclaim their title
On Saturday, Bermingham Middlebury's William Prince from the 2010 NESCAC Golf
had the fourth lowest score of and Williams' Ross Bowen, Championship, Trinity had
the day with a total of 77 were the three of the four very strong performances
shots, and on Sunday the golfers to card below 80 on the from rookie Alex Lynch '15,
third lowest score with a final second day of the tournament. from Greenwich, Conn., as

COURTESY OF athletics.trincoll.edu
The Bantams take third in the tournament behind Middlebury and Williams.

well
as
from
Nick
Buenventura '15, who hails
from
Weston,
Mass.
Buenaventura shot a 164 and
166 on Saturday and Sunday,
which was one of the more
outstanding records for the

Trinity team. As the year
comes to a close the Bantams
will head south on the 15th to
the NCAA Division III
Championship to the Howe-inthe-Hills course in Florida to
cap off a successful season.
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Trinity Bantams fight back against Hamilton in Quarter-Finals
JON BRYANT '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

-

.

The Trinity College men's
lacrosse team hosted the
Hamilton College Continentals
in the first round of the
NESCAC tournament this past
Saturday. The Bantams earned
themselves a No. 2 seed in the
tournament by finishing with a
7-3 record in conference play,
while Hamilton was the seventh seed. The Trinity College
Bantams notched a deceivingly
close
victory
over
the
Continentals.
At halftime the game was
tied 5-5. Hamilton was lead by
senior attackman Jon Leanos
who had a hat trick after the
first two quarters. However,
Trinity would make some defensive adjustments and held him
goalless in the second half.
Hamilton would take a 6-5 lead
after netting a goal 1:12 into
the second half. Trinity
responded quickly when midfielder Nick Shaheen '13 tied it
up with a goal of his own. Only
18 seconds later, midfielder
Terrence Olsen '14 set up Rob
Nogueras to give the lead back
to the Bantams 7-6.
With 6:41 left in the third
quarter, Olsen assisted another
goal in which he threaded a

COURTESY OF athletics.trincoll.edu
The Bantams will play Bowdoin College in the NESCAC tournament semi-finals.

COUTESY OF athletics.trincoll.edu.
The Bantams conquered the Continenals 14-8 after their previous loss on April 21.

pass across the field to fellow
classmate Chris Sweitzer '14.
Hamilton would cut the lead
back down to one when midfielder McCullough Shriver
scored the last goal of the quarter. But it this was as close as
the Continentals would get.
Trinity
dominated the
fourth quarter outscoring the
Continentals
6-1.
James
O'Connell '15 changed the
momentum of the game when
attackman Chase Growney '14
fed him at the top of the box and
he ripped a shot top corner for a
man up goal. Next, Trinity mid-

success.
Nogueras finished
with four goals and one assist,
Shaheen with two goals, and
Methew Hauck '15 chipped in
twogoals and two assists.
Midfielder T.J. Cholnoky '13
was 10-for-14 on face offs and
scooped a game-high five
ground balls while captains
Alex Gottsch '12 and Peter
Johnson '12 anchored the
Bantams' defense.
Trinity will advance to the
NESCAC semifinals for the second year in a row where they
will face No. 3 seeded Bowdoin
this upcoming Saturday 3 p.m.

fielder Steve Manning '13
would take matters into his
own hands when he faked right
and then swam over his defender to the left setting up a hard
shot at the top of the box to take
a 11·8 lead. The Bantams finished the game in style when
attackman Jeff Hebert '13 split
two defenders, scoring the goal
and drawing a penalty on
Hamilton simultaneously.
The Bantams won 16 of 25
face offs and held a 34-25 edge
on shots. Additionally, Trinity
also caused 16 turnovers that
were instrumental to the team's

at Tufts. The Bantams took
down the Polar Bears 7-4 earlier this season. The other semifinal matchup will include top
seeded Tufts and No. 4 seeded
Connecticut College. If Trinity
wants to keep their postseason
hopes alive, they will most likely need to win the NESCAC
tournament to receive a bid for
the NCAA tournament. This
will be a tough task but a very
possible one for the Bantams,
seeing as they have beat all the
of the remaining teams in the
NESCAC tournament earlier
this season.

Trinity College Bantams
May4

Track & Field
at New England
Championships

TBA

May5

Women's Lacrosse
vs. Hamilton
12p.m.

May5

Baseball
at Wesleyan

12p.m.

May5

Men's Lacrosse
vs. Bowdoin

3p.m.

May5

Men's Rowing
at New England
Championships

May5

Women's Rowing
TBA
at New England
Championships

TBA
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